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Overview
Securing access to protected health information is one of the most critical issues facing healthcare organizations today. 
Security incidents can disrupt patient care while failure to comply with HIPAA privacy and security regulations can result in 

and Compliance (GRC) initiatives.

Built for security, compliance and IT managers, Provisioning IdM provides precise role-based access 
controls, automated provisioning and deprovisioning, streamlined auditing processes and analytics 
that enable faster threat evaluation and remediation of identity and access risk.

Replace the slow and error-prone challenges of manually administering identity and access with an integrated, centralized 

and improved governance, risk management and compliance.

Key Features
• Aggregate view of all user and behavioral data.

• 50+ RBAC settings provide precise access to clinical 
applications and data by clinical role. 

• Executive GRC Dashboard enables monitoring and 
remediation through comprehensive analytics.  

• Pre-scheduled entitlement attestation compliance reports 
can be sent to managers for easy review.

• Automated provisioning and deprovisioning of users 
directly from source HR or credentialing systems. 

• Evaluate potential threats faster and improve ability to 
audit clinical access.  

• Ensure least privilege access required for employees to 
perform their jobs. 

• 
potential risks such as orphaned accounts and 
mismatched entitlements from a centralized dashboard.

• 
burden on IT to ensure a successful audit.

• Achieve same-day provisioning and deprovisioning of 
users into key clinical systems while minimizing burden on IT.
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Overview
Securing access to protected health information is one of the most critical issues facing healthcare organizations today.
Security incidents can disrupt patient care while failure to comply with HIPAA privacy and security regulations can result 
in financial and criminal penalties. Imprivata® Caradigm® Provisioning Identity Management (IdM) offers the only 
integrated IAM solution that provides all of the user and behavioral data and workflow automation needed to support 
Governance, Risk Management, and Compliance (GRC) initiatives.
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Caradigm’s Bridge Studio software allows customers and partners to build identity management 
connectors into clinical and business applications in a self-service way, bringing automated application 
provisioning and management within reach of mid-size to large hospital IT staffs. With Bridge Studio, users 
can seamlessly create application connectors into any type of application with a wizard-like drag-and-
drop interface.

Empowers IT specialists to create connectors into 
clinical or business applications without the need 

time required to create application connectors

In addition to Bridge Studio, Caradigm’s extensive clinical application library allows Provisioning and 
Single Sign-On connectors to be created for hundreds of applications from vendors such as Epic, Cerner, 
GE, and McKesson.

Bridge Developer Studio
The Bridge Studio developer environment is a visual environment for creating and maintaining 

of the development environment include:

• Creation

•

• Deletion

• Password reset

Wizard Features
Bridge Studio enables an IT specialist to build provisioning sequences by “searchlight,” targeting 

application provisioning attributes and hides the underlying scripting complexity associated with 
connector development. Bridge Studio supports more complex capabilities for advanced users, 

Replace the slow and error-prone challenges of manually administering identity and access with an integrated, 
centralized, and automated role-based solution. Provisioning IdM is a unique healthcare security solution that 
delivers both IT efficiency and improved governance, risk management, and compliance.
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Built for security, compliance, and IT managers, provisioning IdM provides precise role
based access controls, automated provisioning and deprovisioning, streamlined auditing
processes, and analytics that enable faster threat evaluation and remediation of identity
and access risk.

Key features
•  Aggregate view of all user and behavioral data

•  50+ RBAC settings provide precise access to clinical  
 applications and data by clinical role

•  Executive GRC Dashboard enables monitoring and  
 remediation through comprehensive analytics

•  Pre-scheduled entitlement attestation compliance  
 reports can be sent to managers for easy review

•  Automated provisioning and deprovisioning of users  
 directly from source HR or credentialing systems

Key benefits
•  Evaluate potential threats faster and improve ability to   
 audit clinical access

•  Ensure least privilege access required for employees  
 to perform their jobs

•  Proactively and more efficiently identify and remediate   
 potential risks such as orphaned accounts and    
 mismatched entitlements from a centralized dashboard

•  Simplify attestation workflows for managers and reduce  
 burden on IT to ensure a successful audit

•  Achieve same-day provisioning and deprovisioning of   
 users into key clinical systems while minimizing  
 burden on IT



About Caradigm
Caradigm is a healthcare analytics and population health company dedicated to 
helping organizations improve care, reduce costs and manage risk through the strategic, 
timely and compliant use of data generated across the healthcare continuum.

www.caradigm.com 
+1-425-201-2500 
500 108th Ave NE, Suite 700 
Bellevue, WA 98004
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Summary
Caradigm Provisioning IdM helps healthcare organizations centralize and automate identity and access management so they 
can support corporate Governance, Risk Management and Compliance (GRC) initiatives and also save IT staff thousands of 
unnecessary hours per year.  

How it works
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An aggregated view of users, entitlements, and user behavior 
creates a more integrated view of access within the enterprise.
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About Imprivata
Imprivata, the healthcare IT security company, enables healthcare globally to access, 
communicat and transact patient information, securely and conveniently. The Imprivata 
platform addresses critical compliance and security challenges while improving 
productivity and the patient experience.

For further information please 
contact us at
1 781 674 2700
or visit us online at www.imprivata.com
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